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7s [PRO] (for, forward) 

PROCEED CDEEOPR to go forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROCESS CEOPRSS to treat or prepare by special method [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRODUCE CDEOPRU to bring into existence [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRODUCT CDOPRTU something produced by labor or effort [n -S] 

PROFESS EFOPRSS to affirm openly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PROFFER EFFOPRR to present for acceptance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROFILE EFILOPR to draw outline of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PROFUSE EFOPRSU pouring forth generously [adj] 

PROGENY EGNOPRY descendant or offspring [n -NIES] 

PROGRAM AGMOPRR to arrange in plan of proceedings [v -ED, -ING, -S, -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

PROJECT CEJOPRT to extend outward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROJETS EJOPRST PROJET, plan or outline [n] 

PROLEGS EGLOPRS PROLEG, abdominal leg of certain insect larvae [n] 

PROLOGS GLOOPRS PROLOG, to prologue (to preface (to provide with introductory statement)) [v] 

PROLONG GLNOOPR to lengthen in duration [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROMISE EIMOPRS to make declaration of assurance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROMOED DEMOOPR PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v] 

PROMOTE EMOOPRT to contribute to progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROMPTS MOPPRST PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PRONATE AENOPRT to turn palm downward or backward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRONELY ELNOPRY PRONE, lying face downwards [adv] 

PRONEST ENOPRST PRONE, lying face downwards [adj] 

PROPELS ELOPPRS PROPEL, to cause to move forward or onward [v] 

PROPEND DENOPPR to have tendency toward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROPHET EHOPPRT one who predicts [n -S] 

PROPINE EINOPPR to offer as gift [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PROPONE ENOOPPR to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PROPOSE EOOPPRS to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROSECT CEOPRST to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSOMA AMOOPRS anterior region of body of some invertebrates [n -S or -TA] 

PROTECT CEOPRTT to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTEGE EEGOPRT one whose career is promoted by influential person [n -S] 

PROTEND DENOPRT to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROVERB BEOPRRV to make byword of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROVIDE DEIOPRV to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PROVISO IOOPRSV clause in document introducing condition or restriction [n -S, -ES] 

PROVOKE EKOOPRV to incite to anger or resentment [v -D, -KING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [PRO] (for, forward) 

PROCLAIM ACILMOPR to make known publicly or officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRODROME DEMOOPRR sign of impending disease [n -S, -MATA] 

PRODUCER CDEOPRRU one that produces (to bring into existence) [n -S] 

PROEMIAL AEILMOPR PROEM, introductory statement [adj] 

PROFILER EFILOPRR one that profiles (to draw outline of) [n -S] 
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PROFOUND DFNOOPRU intellectually deep and penetrating [adj -ER, -EST] / something that is very deep [n -S] 

PROGNOSE EGNOOPRS to forecast probable course of disease [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROGRADE ADEGOPRR pertaining to orbital motion of body [adj] 

PROGRESS EGOPRRSS to move forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PROHIBIT BHIIOPRT to forbid by authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROLAPSE AELOPPRS to fall or slip out of place [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROLOGED DEGLOOPR PROLOG, to prologue (to preface (to provide with introductory statement)) [v] 

PROLOGUE EGLOOPRU to preface (to provide with introductory statement) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

PROMISEE EEIMOPRS one who is promised something [n -S] 

PROMISER EIMOPRRS promisor (one that promises (to make declaration of assurance)) [n -S] 

PROMISOR IMOOPRRS one that promises (to make declaration of assurance) [n -S] 

PROMOING GIMNOOPR PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v] 

PROMOTER EMOOPRRT one that promotes (to contribute to progress of) [n -S] 

PROMPTED DEMOPPRT PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PROMPTER EMOPPRRT PROMPT, quick to act or respond [adj] / one that prompts (to induce to action) [n -S] 

PROMPTLY LMOPPRTY in prompt manner [adv] 

PRONATOR ANOOPRRT forearm or forelimb muscle [n -S, -ES] 

PROPENSE EENOPPRS tending toward [adj] 

PROPHAGE AEGHOPPR form of virus [n -S] 

PROPHASE AEHOPPRS first stage in mitosis [n -S] 

PROPHECY CEHOPPRY prediction [n -CIES] 

PROPHESY EHOPPRSY to predict (to tell of or about in advance) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PROPOSAL ALOOPPRS something that is proposed [n -S] 

PROPOSER EOOPPRRS one that proposes (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [n -S] 

PROPOUND DNOOPPRU to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROPYLON LNOOPPRY entrance to temple [n -LA] 

PROROGUE EGOOPRRU to discontinue session of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

PROSOMAL ALMOOPRS PROSOMA, anterior region of body of some invertebrates [adj] 

PROSPECT CEOPPRST to explore for mineral deposits [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSTATE AEOPRSTT gland in male mammals [n -S] 

PROSTYLE ELOPRSTY building having row of columns across front only [n -S] 

PROTASIS AIOPRSST introductory part of classical drama [n -SES] 

PROTATIC ACIOPRTT PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [adj] 

PROTEGEE EEEGOPRT female protege (one whose career is promoted by influential person) [n -S] 

PROTRUDE DEOPRRTU to extend beyond main portion [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROVIDER DEIOPRRV one that provides (to supply (to furnish with what is needed)) [n -S] 

PROVOKER EKOOPRRV one that provokes (to incite to anger or resentment) [n -S] 
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